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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The study was carried for a period of six weeks on the theme “A Study on Inventory 

Management with reference to Brand Factory, Bangalore”. 

Study is helpful in finding the impact of inventory management of the firm. 

The main gathering of inventory recognize massiveness because of the way where in that energy 

for inventory develop one of the veritable interest in current resources. The tern inventory infers 

the hold of the things a firm is progressing available to be acquired and the bits that make up the 

thing. The points of interest which firm stores as inventory totally expecting need seem, by all 

accounts to be. 

Every organization needs inventory for a smooth running of its exercises. It feels in as a 

relationship among creation of allotment outlines. The energy for inventories develop the most 

fundamental piece of current resources, working capital in the majority of the endeavors as 

requirements  be, it is extremely fundamental to have real control and the head of inventories. 

The motivation driving inventories association is to guarantee accessibility of materials in 

adequate whole as and when required further more to control eagerness for inventories. Harsh 

materials inventory in technique and completed things. All location different short of inventories. 

Each short tend to cash tied of until the inventory leaves the relationship which obtain thing. by  

ideals of the gigantic size of the inventories kept off by firms, a lot of points of interest is 

required to be resolved around in. it is in that capacity absolutely  crucial to regulate inventories 

beneficially and adequately show as to a stay away from senseless undertakings. A firm 

dismissing the association of the inventories will peril its long run productivity and may bomb as 

long last. The decrease in unnecessary inventories passes on an OK sway on the affiliation 

preferred position. 

 

 

 

 

 


